Middlesex Small-Bore Rifle Association
Prone Rifle TIME LIMIT League Winter 2018-19

1.
Open to club teams of three. Each team
5.
There will be NO ROUND IN FINGERS
member will shoot one time limit card
at the start of each detail.
(NSRA 2510 BM/89) and one skirmisher card
6.
Averages should be calculated from the
(e.g. NSRA X5) per round.
first seven rounds of the Middlesex Summer Short
2.
The total entry will be split, where
Range League, failing that, the most recent seven
practicable, into divisions of six and the league
rounds of the last 25 yard league, not last years
run over ten rounds.
Time Limit League.
3.
NSRA and MSBRA local rules will apply.
7.
Substitute team members must not have a
4.
Each competitor will be given 90 seconds
better average than the shooter they replace,
to shoot the time limit card and 60 seconds to
except for teams in division one.
shoot the skirmisher card. Your attention is drawn
to NSRA rules 5.3.4, 8.15.2 and 8.15.4 covering
time limit shooting and malfunctions.
CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES:
31st August 2018
FINAL DAY FOR SHOOTING ROUND ONE:
15th October 2018
ENTRY FEE £6.00 (£8.00 if not affiliated to MSBRA) per team
Cheques should be made payable to Middlesex Small-Bore Rifle Association
All entries (together with SAE 9” x 6½”) to :John Adams, 40 Rectory Way, ICKENHAM, Middlesex, UB10 8BS.
For queries, please phone the organiser :Richard Brown on 020 8845 8765
or email
rbrown.freeserve@gmail.com
Detach here :------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Middlesex Prone Rifle Time Limit League 2018-19
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If any of the shooters entered have special needs and are using any form of supplementary aid, i.e. rests, modified shooting position etc, please
sign below to confirm that any such aids are as specified on their NSRA issued authorisation certificate and that the official club witness/es are
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